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1. Introduction.
Several authors (Keller and Winslett 1985,
Winslett 1988, Katsuno and Mendelzon 1989,
Morreau and Rott 1991) have recently argued
for a distinction in the way beliefs are updated
with new information. They distinguish
between information that tells the agent that the
world has changed over time and information
that fills in or corrects the agent’s picture of the
world at a particular time. Similarly, one might
wish to give an account of intentions and
intention revision; our plans alter in the face of
both kinds of information. Nobody, however, to
our knowledge has worked on integrating belief
revision and updating with the revision of
intentions, and all of the work on belief revision
mentioned above falls to make explicit the
important interaction of time, belief and change.
Our paper gives a unified treatment of belief
change and intention revision within a dynamic
logic of belief and intention. Another feature of
our approach is that we distinguish hard
(incorrigible, unrevisable) belief and soft belief,
hard commitment and soft intention; further, the
soft attitudes supervene on the hard level. We
use a specific theory of nonmonotonic inference
to generate soft attitudes from hard ones. This
last point is especially important in attempting to
deal with belief change, because when an agent
acquires new beliefs there is the question: what
beliefs about the world persist? We think that
only a nonmonotonic logic can adequately deal
with this question in a sufficiently rich
framework for belief revision like the one we
propose.

To motivate this last claim, let us look at
what belief change involves in a modal setting.
Moore (1980) gives the classic theory of belief
revision under the assumption of change in a
modal setting. As in modal dynamic logic,
Moore analyzed actions, or more generally
changes, as state transition relations. If an
agent’s belief state is represented as a set of
possible worlds t~, the effects on the belief state
of the agent’s having observed the change R is
Rng(Rr~). We can then use dynamic logic 
reason about belief change. Suppose that the
agent’s beliefs are characterized in the language

of dynamic logic by: ~ & [o0tp, and that the
agent observes action o~. Moore’s theory and the
semantics of dynamic logic tell us that tp holds
in the updated belief state. But should ~ hold in
the updated state? This is the question of
information persistence. And neither dynamic
logic alone nor Moore’s semantic picture
answers it.

One paradigm for studying belief dynamics
in AI and philosophy currently is the belief
revision procedure developed by Gardenfors. 1
However, Gardenfors’s notion of revision is
inappropriate for updating beliefs under the
assumption of change, as the following very
simple example shows:
Example I:

Suppose you believe that a basket you
are looking at has tomatillos or chiles in
it but not both. Now you observe
someone putting tomatillos in the basket.
What do you conclude?

Suppose now that you revise or update your
beliefs in the general way described by
Gardenfors.
DEFINITION OF REVISION:

Revision(Th(6), tp) 
Th(Contract(Th(6), ~tp) t.J { 

This means that you take away all the
information that entails --,(in basket) and you
then add to your beliefs the proposition that
tomatillos are in the basket. Since beliefs are
closed under logical consequence in this
approach as well, you conclude that the basket
does not have chiles in it. But this seems to be
incorrect; this reasoning falls to take account of
the way the world has changed.2 When we try
to complicate Gardenfors’s language and add
temporal parameters to it so that every
propositional formula is understood to hold at a
particular time, we no longer make the undesired
prediction. Gardenfors’s theory then predicts
only that tomatillos will be in the basket at the

lln AI the Gardenfors definitions seem to be taken up
explicitly in the work of Rat and Foo (1989).
2The origin of the observation that Gardenfors’s notion of
updating is inappropriate for up.dating under the
assumption ot cnange is aue originally to r~eller and
Winslett (1985).
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time after the tomatillos were added to the
basket. But we do so at a considerable cost; we
lose what little account of information
persistence his definition of belief revision gave
us. Suppose that next to the basket you observe
a tree prior to the tomatillos being added. We
would like to infer that there continues to be a
tree next to the basket after the tomatillos have
been added, but we cannot do this once temporal
parameters have been assigned to formulas.
There is no way on this approach to make Tree-
next-to-basket(t+l) true after the revision.

Without introducing times, Winslett
(1988) and Katsuno and Mendelzon (1989)
(1991) provide alternative rules of belief
revision that do not succumb to the difficulties
noted with this particular example. However,
Winslett’s proposal (which Katsuno and
Mendelzon (1991) adopt), on which the update
of a cognitive state cy with tp is the state (or
intersection of states) which verifies ¢p and
minimizes at each world in the state the number
of changes to the truth values of atomic
statements (this is what in effect her proposal
says which she describes using models), is
seriously flawed. It depends on a linguistic
distinction (between atomic sentences and
others) that we can always circumvent by
introducing definitions. For instance let the
propositional variable p stand for there are not
both tomatillos and chiles in the baske~ Now ff
we try to minimize the number of changes in
truth value of the atomic statements on updating
with the observation that tomatiUos are in the
basket, we have two states with minimal
changes to the truth values of atomic statements,
one in which at each world we change the truth
value of p and one in which we make q false,
where q’= there are chiles in the basket. Further,
there are other examples where minimizing the
number of changes in truth values to the number
of atoms at each world simply goes wrong, as
Lifschitz (1987) has argued.
Example 2 :

There are two switches connected to a
lamp. When the switches are both down
or both up, the light is on; when they are
in different positions, the light is off.
Furthermore, a switch is up just in case it
is not down. Suppose switch 1 is up,
switch 2 is down and that you move
switch 1 and that moving a switch
changes its state.

The atoms of the theory here are simply
Up(swl) and Dn(sw2). According to Winslett’s
revision procedure, the minimal change in the
atoms needed to accommodate the effects of the

action is not to make any changes in the truth
values of the atoms! Switch 1 stays up, switch 2
stays down, and the rule about the effects of the
Move action is made false! But clearly this is
not what we want from a theory of updates!
Even if we adopt the device of "protecting"
certain formulas and so preserve all the general
laws in the example above, we will still get two
minimal models-- one where switch 2 moves
when you move switch 1, and the other where
the light goes on. Moreover, we cannot protect
the value of switch 2 in general, for there are
some circumstances in which we may say that
moving switchl will change switch 2 (such as if
a child is playing with the switches and trying to
keep the light off as an adult switches switch 1).

We agree with Winslett (1990), Asher
(1991) and others that a satisfactory treatment 
persistence in beliefs and belief updating must
use some nonmonotonic formalism, and this
motivates our approach) In what follows, we
will not try to specify exactly what the
nonmonotonic formalism is. We now set out in
somewhat programmatic fashion our framework.

I. THE MONOTONIC FOUNDATION

We now present briefly the framework of our
theory. First, we define models for the
monotonic core attitudes, as well as for action
and time. Our language LBDiS largely familiar
from dynamic logic with quantification over
restricted programs. There are terms for actions
(or, more generally, events). Events or actions
may combine to form complex events that we
call programs. LBD has two special operators, D
and ~ that convert action terms into formulas:
~(~) means that ~ is just now being initiated,
and R(x) means that x has just been completed.
Formulas containing Dor R are activity
formulas, and must be distinguished from state
formulas, which lack these operators. Also, LBD
has two functions Hd and T1 that yield the heads
and tails of complex programs.

As regards state formulas, LBD is an
ordinary modal, propositional language with an
operator K for belief, a nonmonotonic
conditional >, and an historical necessity
operator A. The conditional > can be integrated
into a theory of nonmonotonic inference, such as
the Commonsense Entailment system of Asher

3This approach would also follow from McCarthy and
Lifschitz~s attempts to find answers to the frame problem.
But Winslett and others have given this doxastic twist to
persistence.



and Morreau (1991). Here is a list of the basic
symbols of LBD:
Propositional constants: p, q, r, ...
A propositional constant: GOAL.
Basic action variables: x, y, z,...
Basic action constants: ~, 13, %, ...
Proper program variables: X, Y, Z, ...
Proper program constants: Ix1, ...
Program-to-basic action function symbols:
Hd(x), TI(~)
Basic-action-to-program function symbol: 8(Ix)
Program-to-program function symbols:

(xbt’), (m;x’), 7t*, Bd00, Rrn(m)
Proposition-to-program function symbol: ?9,
Program-to-proposition operators: ~Z(x), aT(m)
Proposition-to-proposition operators: Vxg,
VX9, 9&~, ~9, K9, A9, 9>~

relation, that the doxastic alternativeness relation
is transitive and serial. In addition, we require
the following constraints on FI and the functions
Hd and TI:

1. BASIC g 17
2. I-I is closed under union, composition, and the
following operation, for every subset A of $: if
x, ~’ ~ 17 and A ~ $, then (x r A) U (x’~ S-A)
17.
3. Vs,s’ ’v’x ~ U-BASIC [ sR~s’ --, 3s" 3x’ ~ 17

(s"Rx’ s & s RHd ~)s" (
3s"Vs,s’ V~ E 17- BASIC [sR~s’ --* 3~’e YI

(sRg’ s" & s"RTI(g)s’ 

We can define a subscenario (temporal order)
relation:

Proper program terms are a special class of
program terms, defined recursively:
1. If 0~ is a basic action term, then 8(~) is apr.
pr. term.
2. If x is apr. pr. constant, then x is apr. pr.
term.
3. If ~ and x’ are pr. pr. terms, so is (x;x’).
4. If x and ~’ are pr. pr. terms and 9 is a formula,
then ((?9;g) I (?-19; x’ )) is apr. pr. term (i.e., 
9, do x, else do x’).

Semantics of LBD
Our model theory makes use of scenarios.

They can be thought of as worlds extended
indefinitely into the future with a designated
present moment, which we call the root.
Several scenarios may share the same root. This
samerootedness of scenarios is a primitive in our
model and gives the effect of branching time.

LBD frames are tuples
<BASIC,$,YI,*,K,=,Hd,TI>, where $ is the set of
scenarios, BASIC g ~ ($ X $) 17 g ~ ($ X $),
a relation in $X$, K a function from S --,

~($), * a function from $X~($) --, go(S),
and Hd and T1 functions from I’IX$ into BASIC.

The semantics of hard belief is more
complex than usual. We are especially in
reasoning by cases and in order to get the fight
results, we must encode cases explicilty into the
semantics. Thus, K is a function from worlds to
non empty sets of propositions (i.e., sets of sets
of worlds). One belief operator takes two
formulas--one to determine which appropriate
proposition gives us the relevant epistemic
cases, the other which must be true throughout
those cases. We have another hard belief
operator that is the familiar one.

We adopt as constraints on the models that
the samerootedness relation, -~, is an equivalence

s c s’ iff there is an R e 17 <s,s.> e R.

Finally, the selection function * must also
satisfy two constraints:

Facticity: *(s,A) g A.
Dudley Doorite: *(s,AUB) g *(s,A) 
*(s,B)

Fact 1 (Morreau 1992): Dudley Doorite 
Facticity ~ Specificity, viz. If A ~ B & *(s,A)
N *(s,B) = ¢, then *(s,B) n A 

This fact is very useful since it allows us to
prove that more specific defaults always win
over less specific ones in the event of a conflict.

A BD frame together with an interpretation
function [ ~ yields a BD model M. The
interpretation of an atomic state formula is a set
of scenarios. Interpretations of program terms
must satisfy the following constraints:

1. For basic action term o~, no~! e Basic, and
18(~)1 = I~l.
2. For each proper program constant ~, ~! e H.
3. I(~;x’)g = I x |01 x’l
4. |(x I ~’)|- Ix I Ul x’l
5.1?91 - {<s,s>: M,s V 9}

The semantics for the operators is given by
the following clauses:

Let v be a function from variables to 17.
M,s,v V K9 iff Vp e K(s ) p c_ |griM, v
M,s,v V K~0 iff Vp e K(s) (~(p _c II~M, v) 
c 19|M, v)
Nl, s,v I ¯ A9 iff Vs’(s ~- s’ --" M, s’,v ~ 9)
M,s,v ~ R(~) iff s ~ Range(R~/v)
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M,s,v I’ ~(x) iff s E Domain(Rz/v)

Note that given the interpretation of formulas of
the form K~,9 and K9, we have the following
valid formulas:

The operator A gives us a notion of historical
necessity. Finally, Dand R are dual operators
that yield the initial state of a program or its
final state. They help define the traditional
temporal and dynamic logic operators.

DEFINITIONS
N9 iff 3x ~(8(x); ?9) [The variable 
ranges over basic actions.]
L9 iff 3x R(?9; 8(x))
F9 iff 3X ~(X; ?9) [This variable ’X’
ranges over proper programs.]
P9 iff 3X R(?9; X)
G9 iff--~-~9
H9 iff "-tP~9
[n] 9 iff A(C(n) --* ~(x; 
<n> 9 iff ~[x]--,9

The following are convenient notational
conventions:

Fn 9 iff ~(n; ?9)
P,r 9 iff R(79; x)
The axiomatization of BD is given below:

1. The usual rules for first order logic
2. K9 --" KV 9
3. K~ ~ --, K~
4. KD4 axioms for K
5. $5 axioms for A
6. The Barcan and converse Barcan formulas
and necessitation for all modal operators
(including Fn and Pn)
7.9>9
8. l" ((91 ~--. & 9m) ~ 9) 

~" ((Qq] > 91) & .." & > 9m)) ~ ~ 1/ > 9)

-
10. (9 > v > 4) -" ((9,, 
Let n and n’ be proper program terms:
1 la. F,~(9 --" ~) -" (F~ 9 "-’ Fn ~)
11 b. Pn(9 -" ~t) --, (Pn 9 --* Pn 
12a. ~x) --, Fn(R(n))
12b. R(z) -" Px(~(~))
13a. ~x) --, (Fn9 "’ "-~"9)
13b.R(n) --, (Pro9 
14. (R(x) & 9) PnFn9
Interpreting Complex Programs:
15.  nln’),-, v ¢(n’) 
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16a. ~(79) "-* 
16b. R(?9) "-" 
17a. ~(x;x’) ,--, (~(x) & Fn (~n’)))
17b. R(x;n’) ,-- (R(x’) & Pn’ 
18a.(~(x) & 9) ’--’ ~(?9; 
18b. (R(n) & 9) R(x;?9)
Temporal Transitivity:
19a. ~(Xl;(n2;n3)) ~ ~((Xl;X2);n3)

19b. R(zt;(x2;x3)) R((~I;z2);x3)
Temporal Linearity:
20. (F9 & F~) --- (F(g&V) v F(g&b-~) 
F(Fg&~))
21. (P9 & l~) --* (P(9&V) v P(g&P~) 
P(Pg&v))
Temporal Discreteness:
22a. Fx 9 _~ (FHd00 9 v 3X FHdff0;X 9)
22b. Pn 9._, (PTl(n? 9 v_,3X Vx;Tl(x) 
23a. N(9 V) (N9 
23a. L(9 --, ~) --, (L9 --, LV)
Necessity of Past:
24. 9 --" Ag, where 9 contains no occurrence of
’D

Theorem 1: BD has a canonical model and is
complete for the specified class of frames.

Lemma 1.1: Any BD consistent set of formulas
can be extended to a maximal consistent
saturated set.

Lomm~ 1.2: BD contains all the relevant Barcan
formulas. Hence the following sets are omega-
complete, given that s is: {9:A9 a s}, !9: Fn 9

s}, {9: K~l/ge s}, {9:~>9~ s}.

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 allow us to build the
canonical model for BD in the usual manner.
Below we let x range over proper programs and
a over atomic actions. MCAN = <SCAN,
BASICcAN, HCAN, {K~,cAN: ~
LBD},KcAN,*CAN,=CAI:q, I[ ]CAN>, where:

SCAN = the set of maximal consistent saturated
sets of sentences of LBD
[ x ]]CAN = {<s,s’>: E(n) e s & {9: Fn ~ s}__c

s’}, for x a program or action constant
I[ 9 ]ICAN = {s: 9 e s}, for 9 atomic formula
BASICcAN = {~aUCAN: ot a basic action term}
HCAN = {~x~CAN: n aproper program term }
SucccAN = U {I[ a]ICAN: a a basic action term}

(This enables us to define a linear temporal
ordering C-CAN on SCAN.)

K¥CAN (s) = {s’: {9: KV 9 e s} ¢ s’}
KCAN(s) = {s’: {9: Kq 9 e s} _c s’}
*CAN(s, 191) = {s: {W 9>~e s} _Cs’}
=CAN = { <s,s’>: { 9:A9 e s } _.c s’}



We now have just three more lemmas to
prove:
l.,cmma 1.3 : MCAN is a model for BD.
I.,¢mma 1.4 (Henkin Lemma): Vs ¯ SCAN

MCAN, s I" q) iff ¢p ̄  
Lemma 1.5: In MCAN, the temporal order is
transitive, linear and discrete, -~ is an
equivalence relation, and K is transitive and
serial.

The first and third lemmas can be verified in the
usual way. The proof of the second lemma has
two non-trivial parts: the induction steps for the
formulas q:(r0 and ~(g). One must do 
induction on the complexity of program terms.

II. NONMONOTONIC SUPERSTRUCTURE

As we mentioned in the introduction, we take a
novel approach to the question of belief revision
by distinguishing between hard (incorrigible)
and soft (revisable) belief. Moreover, we use 
theory of nonmonotonic reasoning to provide a
principled account of revision. The soft beliefs
are simply the nonmonotonic consequences of
the hard beliefs. The soft intentions depend
upon soft beliefs and our hard commitments.

We describe the nonmonotonic
component of our theory abstractly as an
operation on sets of scenarios. Intuitively,
NORM(X) is a subset of X that captures the
information that is nonmonotonically inferrable
from TH(X), where X represents the set 
doxastic alternatives. We define an M-
normalization function f to be a function from
go ($) --, go ($) such 

f(X) _c_ 
f(Y) __c X & f(X) _.c y -* f(X) 
X ¢~-~ f(X) 

We now define the score of a M-normalization
function f such that :

<A, B> ̄  Score(f) iff
[f(A) _.c B --, f(A) _.c *(f(A), 

and we say that f is a maximal M-
normalization function iff there is no g such that
score(f) c score(g). Now we define:

NORM(X) = O{f(X): f is a maximal 
normalization function }

Fact 2: NORM is an M-normalization function.

We believe that the relation I-~ of Asher and
Morreau’s Commonsense Entailment ( 1991 ) can
be so defined: NORM(X) ~, B iff TH(X) I-~ 
Perhaps other nonmonotonic consequence
relations also may be defined analogously.

Armed with a nonmonotonic consequence
relation, we now extend the language to include
operators for soft beliefs and soft commitments,
as well as doxastically sensitive and
nonmonotonic plan operators. We use NORM
to characterize the soft beliefs and the soft
intentions by defining basic information and soft
commitment states.

DEFINITION BEL(s)=
{q: 3p ̄  K(s) q = NORM(p)}

Dynamics for Belief

The point of our framework is to be able to
explore belief and intention revision in a
nonmonotonic setting We are now able to
define these notions. Let o be a belief state with
doxastic cases A1,..., Am. The expansion of a
belief state contains the hard information plus
whatever is learned (this is assumed to be hard
data as well), together with the nonmonotonic
consequences of these presumed facts. What is
learned may itself be a set of possibilities. We
will assume that there is some (as-yet-
undefined) function that yields, given a sentence
or text of body of data (p, a set of possibilities
[(p]. We also assume that for every p ̄  [(p], p 
(p. First, we define how a new set of
possibilities is combined with an old one
(representing a belief state).

DEFINITION: A ~ B = the set of maximal
elements of {c: 3a ̄  A 3b ̄  B
c=atqb}

This definition entails that: if Vp ̄  [9] 3q ̄  [y]
p __c q, then [(p] = [(p] ~ [~].

DEFINITIONS: Exp(BEL(s), [tp]) = {NORM(q): 
¯ (BEE(s) ~ [tp])}.

o_< o’iffVA¯ o3B¯ o’ AcB

The expressive power of LBD furnishes a
general approach to expansion that has some
desirable features.
Fact 3:0) Exp(BEL(s), [tp]) ~ q~ (Success)

(ii) L)(BEL(s)) N (L)[tp]) 
UExp(BEE(s), [tp]) 
(Consistency)

(iii) Exp(BEL(s), [tp]))___ BEE(s) 
(Elimination)

(iv) Vp ̄  Exp(BEL(s),tp) NORM(p) 
=* Exp(BEL(s), 9) F ~ (Closure)



Sometimes belief updating does not
proceed as planned. What the agent learns may
overturn some of the previously held soft or
revisable beliefs. When this happens, one
strategy of revision is to reconstruct the soft
beliefs from the hard beliefs with the addition of
the new data. In practice, this may be somewhat
unrealistic; only a portion of the soft beliefs may
be recalculated. But, with this proviso, we think
that this way of thinking about revision provides
an interesting alternative to Gardenfors’ account.

DEFINITION: Rev(K(s), [9]) =
{NORM(q): q ~ K(s) ~ 

Fact 4: (i) Rev(K(s), [9]) I. 9 (Success)
(ii) Rev(K(s), = ¢, only if 19n =¢
(Consistency)
(iii) Rev(K(s), [9])< K(s) 
(Elimination)
(iv) Vp ̄  Rev(K(s),[9])
NORM(p) I* ~ -*. Rev(K(s), [9]) 
(Closure)

Since our nonmonotonic logic is
cumulative, and every element of BEL(s) 
generated by an element of K(s), we can prove
the following fact:

Fact 5: If BEL(s) > K(s) ~ [9], then
Rev(K(s),[9]) = Exp(BEL(s), 

Because our language has dynamic
operators and the imaging operators band P~,
we can define a uniform theory of updating and
revising beliefs in a changing world. Updating
and non-update revising are in fact quite close.
Revision without update keeps the current state
f’uced but adds information about past or future
states. Updating with information about an
observed change always involves formulae in
the form R.(oQ and necessarily shifts the location
of the doxastic "now". Incorporating this
change into the agent’s beliefs involves two
steps. First, the agent must calculate what the
expansion or revision of his current belief state
with ~(0~) would yield. Secondly, he must
adjust what he takes to be the current state of the
world to a new temporal slice, the time after the
observed event o~. This second effect
corresponds to the imaging operation of Katsuno
and Mendelzon.

DEFINITION: Exp-Update(BEL(s),oQ 
{B: 3A ̄  Exp(Bel(s),[~(a)])
B = {s’: 3s" <s",s’> ¯ Rn& s" ¯ A}}.

There are two forms of updating:
expansion and revision. In the case of
expansion, as defined above, the agent’s prior
beliefs did not exclude the possibility of the
observed event. In some cases, of course, an
agent encounters events that directly contradict
his (soft) expectations.

DEFINITION: Rev-Update(K(s),a) 
{B: 3A ̄  Rev(K(s),{~o0])
B = {s’: 3s" <s",s’> ̄  Rn & s" ¯ A} }

Here is a schematic picture of how
observations of events and the learning of static
information about states affect a belief state in
different ways. Suppose that A ̄  o and that A
contains the following three scenarios u, v, and
W.

The larger rectangle on the left represents
A, one case in the initial belief state o of the
agent. The smaller rectangle within A
represents the proposition IgB (or, perhaps, the
intersection of A with |91). If the agent learns 
(without updating), then the corresponding case
of the resulting belief state will be represented
by this smaller rectangle. Alternatively, if the
agent updates by observing event or action
(without learning anything, in our sense), then
the resulting case of the new belief-state is just
the image of A under the relation R~
(represented by the rectangle on the fight). 
course, in many cases, both learning and
updating will take place. (This last possibility is
not pictured.)

Learning ¢#

v<

Initial belief state

/

dating]by~

/

At this point, we would like to introduce
two new kinds of basic actions or events:



learn(q)) and observe(x). The basic action 
’learn(q))’ refers to an event in which the agent
expands or revises his belief-state with the new
information corresponding to the sentence q).
The term ’observe(n)’ is a term designating 
update event in which the agent observes that
the event ~ has just occurred. A BD model in
which there is a correspondence between the
occurrence of events of learning and observing
and the actual changes in the agent’s belief-states
is called a "doxastically faithful model". In each
state, there are four possibilities: the agent both
observes a change and learns new information,
(ii) the agent observes a change but learns
nothing new, (iii) the agent learns new
information without observing any change, and
(iv) the agent’s belief-state is unchanged. If state
s is in the domain of some event of the form
learn(q)), we will say that s ¯ LEARN, and if 
is in the domain of some event of the form
observe(n), we will say that s ¯ OBSERVE.

DEFINITION. M is a doxastically faithful model
iff for every s ¯ $M:
(1) If s ¯ ~leam(q))) & s ¯ ~observe(n)), 
BEL(succ(s)) = Rev-Update(K(s)~[q)], 
(2) If s ¯ a3(learn(q)) ) & s ~ OBSERVE, 
BEL(succ(s)) = Rev(K(s),[q)]).
(3) If s ¯ ~(observe(n)) & s ~ LEARN, 
BEL(succ(s)) = Exp-Update(K(s),n).
(4) If s ~ LEARN 1,3 OBSERVE, then
BEL(succ(s)) = BEL(s).

Persistence and the Causation of Change

We now have the resources for a general
theory of the presumption of persistence and the
form of reasoning about the causation of change.
Firstly, we can use the special modal operator []
to delineate those propositions which, from the
point of view of the agent in his present belief-
state, are subject to the commonsense law of
persistence or inertia. If q) is a pure state
formula (with no occurrences of Dor R), then
the property of being subject to a commonsense
law of Persistence can be defined as follows:

EXAMPLE #1
Let’s apply this structure to the two

examples in the first section of the paper. For
Example #1, we will use the following
abbreviations:

ot: tomatillos in the basket

13: chiles in the basket
T." ot "-" --,13
u: the action of adding tomatillos to the basket

The agent’s belief state consisted of two doxastic
cases: (A) ot & --113, and (B) -not & 13. We 
assume that ot and 13 are inertial for the agent in
this situation, and 7 is not: []ot & []13 & ~K(7 
NT). We will also assume that the agent
believes a defeasible causal law of the form:

(LI) ~ot & aT(~) > 

Finally, we will assume that the agent
observes u, and that the model we’re using is
doxastically faithful. Let s designate the state
before the observed action and s’ the succeeding
state. We’ll assume that the theory of KA(S) 
the set of BD-consequences of the set { ot, --113, (ot
> Not), (~a > N~ot), (13 > N13), (--113 > N---,13),
(LI) }. The theory of KB(S) is similar, except
that it contains ~a and 13, instead of a and --,13.
Since our conditional logic incorporates the
principle of specificity, the combination of (L1)
with the instance of persistence (~a > N~a)
entails the conditional (~a > ~)). Thus,
NORM(KB(s)) ~ ~(g). Consequently, updating
with g forces belief-revision (in case B) with
respect to D(g). The definition of doxastic
faithfulness guarantees that BEL(s’) = Rev-
Update(K(s),g).

The new belief-state BEL(s’) contains two
doxastic cases: A’ and B’, the successors of A
and B respectively. In case A’, no revision has
occurred. The normalization of A, thanks to the
presence of the relevant instances of Persistence,
supports Not & N--,13. Any score-maximizing
normalization function f will be such that f(A)
*(f(A),lotll) and f(A) £ *(f(A),b-~). 
(ot > Not) & (--,’r > N--q), this implies that 
HNod. A.N--ql. Since this is true of any score-
maxmuzlng f, NORM(A) ~ Not & N---q,. Thus,
the update of A, namely A’, supports ot & --,13.

In case B’, revision with respect to ~(g)
has occurred. After the revision, there are no
normal ~ot-scenarios. This blocks the
application of the relevant instance of
Persistence in the normalization of B~ [~(g)],
since there is no normalization function f such
that f(B~[~(~)]) ~ *(f(B~[~)]), --not). 
are normal (~ot & ~(g)) scenarios, namely those
which support Not. Thus the normalization of
B~[~(g)] supports Not & N13, and the update 
this, B’, supports ot and 13. In conclusion, in the
resulting state s’, the agent believes ot but
believes neither 13 nor --113.



EXAMPLE #2
For example #2, we will again use

abbreviations.

{z: switch 1 up
13: switch 2 up
~. light on
re: flip switch 1 down

We assume that the agent believes, in the initial
state s, {z & --,13 &---q. We will assume that all
three basic propositions are inertial for the
agent: D{Z & D13 & Ely, and that all other
Boolean combinations of these atoms are non-
inertial. In this case, we’ll assume that the agent
accepts a defeasible causal law of the form:

(L2) ({z&~13&~y & q~(r0) > N(~{Z 

Finally, we’ll assume that the agent observes re.
Thanks to the principle of specificity, (L2) plus
the relevant instances of Persistence implies ({z
> (13 v T v ~(/r)), and (--q’ > (~{z v 13 v ~(Tr)).
If we assume that the theory of K(s) 
CnBD({{Z,~I3,--0/, L2 }k) {relevant instances 
Persistence }), the definition of nonmonotonic
inference implies that BEL(s) ̄ N{Z &N~13 &
Ngy & ~t;(Tr). Thus, when the updating by 
occurs, the agent’s beliefs must be revised. Let’s
assume that Th(K(s)(D[~(Tr)]) 
Th(K(s))k){ ~Tr) }. Therefore, revision consists
in the normalization of the set of scenarios
K(s)NI~)I. There are no normal {z-scenarios
and no normal --,y-scenarios in this set, since
K(s)Ol~x)l I" {z & 7-,13 & --0/& ~Tr).
Consequently, the application of these two
instances of Persistence is blocked in the
normalization of the set. The definition of
NORM implies that NORM(K(s)~U~0r)D
N(9{Z & 913 & y). Thus, the update of this
revised belief state supports 9{z, 913 and y. The
definition of doxastic faithfulness ensures that
BEL(s’) = Rev-Update(K(s),~), so BEL(s’) 
& 9[3 & y, as desired.

III. INTENTION REVISION: WORK IN
PROGRESS

In the future, we hope to extend this work
by including the representation of intentions
(plans) and intention-revision. We will add 
new modal operator to the monotonic core,
representing hard (irrevisable) commitment 
the agent to future courses of action. Using
nonmonotonic logic, we will be able to derive a
notion of soft commitment or intention. The
relation between hard and soft commitment will

mirror the relation in the present framework
between hard and soft belief. Thus, we will be
able to characterize analogous kinds of attitude
change: intention expansion, intention revision
and intention update.

Secondly, we hope to incorporate a
doxastic component into the interpretation of
conditional plans and, more fundamentally, into
the interpretation of the test-operation within
doxastic and intentional contexts. We have
developed a solution to Manna and Waldinger’s
puzzle about the monkey and the bomb without
introducing ad hoc, syntactic restrictions on
acceptable plans.

Finally, we are investigating the
incorporation of an element of nonmonotonicity
or defeasibility into the syntax of plans
themselves. We are considering plans of the
form: (~ > ~’), to be understood as representing
a commitment to carrying out program
whenever normal-q~ circumstances arise.
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